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The government has demonetized the value of Rs.500/- 
th

and Rs.1000/- w.e.f 8  November, 2016.
The “precision strike” as it was called and conceived 
with utmost secrecy took everyone by surprise, 
including the ministers of the ruling party. The sudden 
announcement took every one off their feet and the onus 
of receiving and exchanging the notes fell on the 
shoulder's of bank men. It is a known fact that the branch 
network of Public Sector Banks across the country 
cannot be matched by the newly promoted private 
sector banks even if all of them put together. Hence, the 
government must have weighed the pros and cons of the 
strategy and resultant pressure that would be brought on 
the banks workforce, at a time when there has been 
enormous pressure on  the banking system due to  issues  
such as NPA,  Merger, Manpower shortage, CDS etc., 
the  Demonetization paralyzed the regular work in the 
banks.
The government through RBI has announced a slew of 
conditions to accept and exchange the old and new 
currencies respectively. Although it did not put any 
restriction on the amount of deposit in the bank, it has 
put other stipulations for non customers for depositing 
their cash in the bank, which has to be verified and 
incorporated in the system while exchanging notes. The 
deposit slips also contained various conditions like 
I.D.Proof, authorization by the account holder and so 
on. The payment was restricted to Rs.2000/- per day 
through ATMs and Rs.20,000/- per week through bank 
counters. It was later raised to Rs.2400/- and Rs.24000/- 
respectively.
The usual restriction of Rs.50,000/- in non KYC 
accounts, Jan Dhan Yojana accounts also have to be 
monitored, besides, the genuineness of the currency. 

Later on, the withdrawal limit was raised to Rs.50000/- 
per week for current account holders. Suddenly, due to 
public pressure an amount of Rs.2,50,000/- was allowed 
to be withdrawn for weddings with stringent 
stipulations which made it almost impossible to 
implement and has also put the bankers at logger heads 
with the customers. Like this, many conditions were 
introduced as well as withdrawn putting the bankers 
into constant pressure. In all 64 advisories were issued 
over a period of 45 days, largely contradicting the 
previous one.
The enormity of the situation could be understood only 
if the amount of notes, that has been withdrawn from 
circulation consisting of notes of Rs.500/- and 
Rs.1000/- denomination which amounted to 7600 crore 
pieces valued at Rs.15.64 lacs crores. So far amount 
valued at Rs.13.00 lac crores has already been received 
by the banks. The demonetization move has been 
intended not only to unearth the black money but also to 
unearth the counterfeit notes reportedly put into 
circulation by the Pakistan Government into the system, 
the government announced. This has put the staff with 
lot of stress and concern while accepting the 
demonetized currency as it would be very difficult to 
identify the counterfeit while receiving large quantity of 
notes. 
There are many sides to the developing story of 
demonetization. In Tamil Nadu, the Private Sector 
Banks which have about 950 branches were paid more 
than Rs.6000 crores, whereas the PSBs with more than 
9000 branches have been paid only  about Rs.7800 
crores. The intention or reason for the disproportionate 
distribution of cash has not been explained by RBI till 
today, despite this issue was raised by our General 
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Tirupur BazaarChithambaram Branch



Secretary Com. Franco in a press conference held on 
th

30  Oct.2016 and widely debated in the social media. 
Meanwhile crores of currency notes in the new 
Rs.2000/- denomination was seized by the IT 
department in many raids conducted all over the 
country, at a time when people were finding it difficult 
to withdraw even Rs.24,000/- from Banks. A few 
bankers from different parts of the country have also 
been arrested for assisting people to convert black 
money.
The shortage occurred due to very poor planning or a 
well designed plan to push people to cashless economy. 
The focus of the Government has also shifted from 
abolishing black money and corruption to creating a 
cashless economy. The misery of 363 million Indians 
who survive on less than 40 rupees a day is forgotten. It 
would be difficult for  people who do not have money to 
buy food to  buy a smartphone and use other modes of 
digital transactions. Many of the poor and uneducated 
have already fallen victims to the crooks who have 
cheated them with Xerox copies of the Rs.2000/- note.
Banks have been working overtime to complete their 
daily routine. Crowd management, currency 
management and customer management swallows the 
entire time of the staff and officers at branches. All the 
other important work such as loan processing, 
following up of loans, recovery of NPA accounts etc 
have been pushed to the back seat. However, the 

pressure for SBI Life, Mutual Fund, General Insurance 
and other cross selling still persists due to the incentive 
amount involved in the business. As March is 
approaching fast, the priority will be reduction of NPA 
and the pressure will be more, as demonetization is 
expected to add more to the existing  NPA level, due to 
slowdown in the growth of economy.
To draw the attention of the RBI and Government, 
AIBOC has conducted a demonstration on 15/12/2016  
at Chepauk. Hundreds of members gathered and 
registered their protest.  A Press Conference was 
conducted by AIBOC where our General secretary Com 
Franco, the General secretary of Canara Bank Officers' 
Association Com Manimaran, the Convenor of AIBOC, 
Tamil Nadu Com Sekaran and other leaders highlighted 
the problems of demonetization. 

st
On 21  AIBOC has demonstrated in front of the RBI at 
New Delhi under the leadership of President 
C o m . H a r v i n d e r  S i n g h .  L i k e w i s e ,  P r o t e s t 
demonstrations were held simultaneously at Chennai 
and all district headquarters across Tamil Nadu. Com 
Franco, Com.A.Krishnan,  President, Com.R.Balaji,  
Vice President, Com.M. Shanmugam,  Treasurer and 
other AIBOC leaders participated in debates conducted 
by TV Channels and clarified matters and also 
highlighted the problems. Posters demanding RBI to 
increase the supply of currency to PSBs were also put up 
at all banks' branches.
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Chennai

Kuzhithurai

Mobile ATM at Unity Enclave
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Karur Branch demonstration
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IN LIGHTER VEIN
To buy a packet of bread all 
you need is

n One Smart Phone
............................................................................

n 3/4G data Pack
............................................................................

n Charged Phone
............................................................................

n Net Banking
............................................................................

n OTP
............................................................................

n App to pay
............................................................................

n Knowledge of Hindi or 
English

............................................................................

n Use of App
............................................................................

n Working server 
connection

............................................................................ 
That’s all

AIBOC Demonstration

Demonstration at Tirupur main branch

Demonstration at CuddaloreTirunelveli
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The ever growing number of comrades at 
the Coimbatore AIBOC Demonstration

Thanjavur

Demonstration in Coimbatore

Demonstration At SBI Madurai Main Br.

Chennai

Demo at Chepauk

G.S. briefing the press

At Pondichery
Chennai

Demonstration At SBI Madurai Main Br.
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Media Coverage of Demonstration
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CDS

Veeranam Lake - captured by Com. M. Sundararaman

VERSUS
OLD

THINKING

NEW
THINKING

BEREAVEMENT

May their souls rest in peace.

Com. S. Amutha, AM, PBB Madurai city Branch lost her father 
on 10.11.2016 at Madurai. 

Com. S.R. Dhyanesh Babu, DM, Theni lost his son on 
14.11.2016 at Madurai in a road accident.

Com. Jeyasingh, DM, OSB Chennai and Com. M. Jeyadoss, 
Mgr, Kumbakonam Bazaar Branch  lost their mother on 
28.11.2016 at Mannargudi.  

Com. R. Socrates, Manager, SARB, Madurai lost his wife on 
15.12.2016 at Madurai. 

Com. K. Vanitha, Zonal Secretary, Kanyakumari Zone and DM, 
Kottar Branch lost her mother on 20.12.2016 at Nagercoil. 

Com. S. Kanagaraj, CM, PBB Madurai lost his mother on 
26.12.2016 at Madurai.

Are you receiving the 
“Daily Thoughts”?

If not, please register 
yourself as a 
member of 

sbioacc@googlegroups.c
om, 

with any of your 
e-mail ID other than SBI 

mail ID. For 
news & events every day 

send mail to 
sbioacc_study@googlegr

oups.com
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Ex Olympian Com. Amarnath inaugurated the Sports Meet at Coimbatore

NEWS IN BRIEF
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Zonal Conference 

Thirunelveli

Thanjavur

Cuddalore

Nagarcoil 
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Diary 2017

Showcase full of SBIOA publications for our members and public. 
This mini library was opened  by our President  

at our Thanjavur main  branch. 
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Eighth Annual Sports meet of our Tiruchirapalli cluster 
started off in a grand gala manner on 04-12-2016 at 08.15 
AM. In response to our call, our comrades alongwith 
their spouse and children, came and attended the Annual 
Sports meet.  All the Regional council members 
including the Regional Secretary Com.M.Asok, Deputy 
R e g i o n a l  S e c r e t a r i e s  C o m . K . S e l v a r a j , 
Com.T.Venkatramanan and Com.V.Jayasankar Zonal 
S e c r e t a r i e s  C o m . C T . N a g a p p a n , 
Com.AKA.Vellayampillai, Com.S.Ravichandran, 
Com.K.Gurunathan and Com.N.Ravisankar Former 
Deputy Regional Secretary      Com. A. Karunaharan and 
Com. N. Vasudevan Convenor of the sports attended the 
inauguration. 

Our Dy. Regional Secretary and Deputy Director of 
sports wing   Com. T. Venkatramanan welcomed the 
gathering.  Regional Secretary Com.M.Asok gave the 
presidential  address.  The Chief  Guest  Com. 
M.Devasenapathy, Regional Manager Region IV, 

Tiruchirapalli, inaugurated the meet by letting of a cute 
white dove and bunches of colourful balloons were also 
thrown into the air by EC Members. The Chief Guest 

Com. M.Devasenapathy, Regional Manager, Region IV 
who is also a ardent sports lover has emphasized the need 
of sports and togetherness in his inaugural address. He 
also observed that after core subjects, physical education 
is the only alternative for the youngsters who take up 
education in the coming years. Com. M.Devasenapathy 
was honoured with a shawl and a Memento by Regional 
Secretary. After the inauguration, Carrom, Chess and 
Table Tennis for men were played, as scheduled.

Well Over 50 comrades  of Tiruchirapalli Module from 
units such as Palakarai, Srirangam, Trichy Town, 
Lalgudi, Airport Trichy, Ponnamaravathy, Thanjavur, 
Rockfort City, Kajamalai, Ammapet, SBLC Trichy, 
Tirupattur, HEK Trichy, Kattur ADB, Karur, NIT, 
Thuraiyur, RASMECCC, Mannargudi and Zonal Office 
and Administrative unit etc., participated in the sports 
meet enthusiastically.

THSBIOA (CC) 8  ANNUAL SPORTS MEET 2016-2017  TIRUCHIRAPALLI
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Dear Comrade,

Please conduct the  Unit Meeting on  the first 
Saturday of every month. 

We  have asked your Zonal Secretary to  conduct 
the Zonal Committee  meeting with all the Unit 

Secretaries  on the third Saturday of every month.  

“You Should Know” book has been distributed along with 
Diary 2017, especially for Probationary Officers & Trainee 
Officers, if not received, collect your copies from your 
Regional Secretary.  Large branches have been given 
one copy of our ‘Day to Day Banking” consist of 2 Volumes 
for use by our officers and employees aspiring for 
promotion and as reference book. Please make use of it.
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE MANAGEMENT

Ref: ORG/53/2016                    14.12.2016
The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India
Local Head Office, Chennai 600 006.
Dear Sir,

Demonetization : Security of our Officers 
and Employees

With reference to the above, our officers and employees 
have been giving their best to ensure that customers are 
n o t  i n c o n v e n i e n c e d  i n  a n y  m a n n e r  a f t e r 
demonetization.   Initially, though the crowds were 
bigger there was sufficient cash for making payments as 
per Govt directives.  
However, shortage of currency has been steadily 
growing and branches are not able to make payments as 
per the limits fixed by the Govt.  They are forced to 
ration the available cash by setting various limits such as 
Rs. 2000/-, Rs.4000/- Rs. 5000/- Rs.10000/- etc.  Many 
branches are paying Rs.6000 on the oral instructions of 
GM Network II, depending on availability of cash.  As 
cash drains out fast, sometimes they are forced to 
explain and convince complete non availability of cash. 
The shortage of cash has put our officers and employees 
under severe threat, as customers get frustrated.  
Recently at Edamalaipatti Pudur Branch irate customers 
locked up the officers and staff when there was no cash.  
Even police could not rescue them.  They were released 
only after cash was arranged and paid.   

thIn Gudiyattam,  there was a Dharna on 10  December 
2016 (Holiday),  that forced the bank to open on a 
holiday, arrange for cash and  hand it over to the ATM 
replenishing agency.  In P.K. Puram, people damaged 
the entrance of the branch premises when they were told 
that they would not be paid Rs.24000/- limit set by the 
Govt.  In Nellikuppam, today angry customers were 
vociferously asking the branch the close if they cannot 
pay Rs.24000/- as fixed by the Govt.  
We have received reports from many branches in the 
Circle that they are paying Rs.2000/- / Rs.4000/- / 
Rs.10000/- depending on availability but the customers 
are shouting and blaming the Bank and not the RBI or 
Govt.   The situation is becoming alarming.  Today our 
Regional Secretary, Chennai Zone I Mr. A.V. Joseph 
went to RBI and made a representation to the General 
Manager who has released Rs. 84 crores, which is likely 
to be exhausted today itself.  
Kindly take up the issue with Reserve Bank of India and 
the Corporate Centre once again and please consider the 
option of closing the branches which do not have 

adequate cash.  
As supply of sufficient cash to branches is not 
forthcoming our officers and employees are put into 
grave risk. Under similar circumstances,  our Mumbai 
Circle has advised branches to close down in case they 
do not have sufficient cash.  
We therefore request you to kindly arrange for adequate 
cash to the branches and let the branches be closed in 
case sufficient cash could not be arranged to rescue the 
life of officers and employees working at branches.  
Yours faithfully,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
-------------------------------------------------------------
Ref: ORG/ 57/2016� �        24.12.2016
The Chief General Manager,
State Bank of India,
Local Head Office, Chennai – 600 006.

Demonetization of Rs.500 and Rs.1000 currency 
notes Problems

After demonetization of Rs.500 and Rs.1000 currency 
notes,  our Officers have been forced to sit late and bear 
extraordinary work pressure. We bring to your kind 
notice the prevailing circumstances and the problems 
faced by Officers at branches. 
The instructions with regard to exchange/deposit of the 
demonetised currency were received in bits and pieces 
from the media in general during the first few days. 
Most of these instructions were vague. The delay in 
receipt of instructions through circulars from the 
Bank/RBI, frequent modifications, contradictory 
statements/instructions from Govt and RBI and delay in 
getting timely clarifications have lead to some 
deviations here and there.
Out of the exchange/deposit of the large amount of 
demonetised notes around 40% has been deposited in 
our Bank.  This has also thrown innumerable challenges 
to our Officers in the form of managing the currency 
received, transferring them to respective link offices 
and remitting  to RBI which involve counting, stacking, 
packing and transport. 
As supply of cash is totally inadequate, branches are not 
able to pay the full limit of Rs.24,000/- Rs. 50,000/- 
limit set by the Government/ RBI.  Customers are 
furious and Officers are forced to face abuses, 
humiliations, threats and at times they were locked up.
Under the above circumstances, some deviations as 
below might have taken place. 
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 The currency amount has been exchanged using 
multiple IDs of the same individual, as the CBS 
promotion for exchange of demonetised currency 
was not ready in the initial 3 days.  

 There was a delay in picking up of cash from non- 
currency chest branches as the priority was to 
replenish cash to serve the surging crowds at 
branches.

 Some counterfeit notes might have found their way 
into our branches as some unscrupulous elements 
among the public could have utilized the 
opportunity to exchange the counterfeit notes which 
are very difficult to identify as admitted by the Govt 
agencies.  

 The currency received from the general public by 
the Branches have not been sorted due to paucity of 
time.

 Due to the frequent issuance/ modifications of 
instructions and the delay in issuing Circulars, 
Branches were forced to carry out instructions 
appearing in the media. The instructions appearing 
in the media, sometimes were in variance with the 
circular instructions. For example giving Rs.250000 
each to a couple for marriage. 
Such deviations, if happened at branches should 
be viewed leniently in view of the extraordinary 
circumstances. 
We also request you to 

 Arrange adequate supply of cash from RBI to pay 
our  cus tomers  as  per  the  l imi t s  se t  by 
RBI/Government.

 Modify/allot KRAs in CDS suitably taking into 
account the difficulties Officers have been facing at 
branches which has not allowed them to perform 
their KRA related roles. We suggest a CDS holiday 
for this year.  

 Strengthen and support Currency Chest Branches 
including SCABs with sufficient staff for managing 
the demonetised currency and to complete other 
cash related works.

 Ensure that the remittance boxes should be opened 
at the RBI only in the presence of our authorized 
representatives . In the absence of an official from 
the remitting bank branch RBI, in the recent years 
has sent debit recovery notes without giving any 
details viz. copy of note slip, originating branch,  
diluting the established norms and practise. 

 Not recover from staff any amount that may be 
debited by RBI   on account of mutilated / defaced 
currency notes as they are being withdrawn from 
circulation.  

 Consider the Bank bearing any claim from RBI on 
account of counterfeit notes ,if any , as a special 
case due to the extraordinary circumstances.

 Stop putting pressure on Cross Selling.
 Recalibrate the Note Sorting machines to detect 

fake notes  Rs.2000 notes or provide new ones.
 Delay in VVR Checking may be condoned. 
 Defer Circle and RFIA audits till April 2017.
Yours faithfully,
GENERAL SECRETARY
(D.THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
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J. Jayalalithaa
24 February 1948 - 5 December  2016

Have you displayed 

Association posters?  

Have you displayed  

circulars in a notice  

board?

Are you sharing our 

pamphlets and books with 

customers?

“Compendium of 

Customer Information”?

Have your downloaded our 

Circle Association’s App.

Homage to Chief Minister
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“True, some things have gone wrong. Banks should 
not be made the villain in the piece. There has been 

some process and communication breakdown.”

– O P Bhatt, former Chairman, 
State Bank of India 

New Delhi, December 15: There is growing concern in 
banks, both government-owned and private, over what 
they see as the Income-Tax department, Enforcement 
Directorate and other investigative agencies training 
their guns on them and portraying them as the “villain” 
in the government's demonetisation piece.

While none of the top private or public sector bankers 
The Indian Express spoke to wanted to be named, they 
were unanimous in their assessment that they were 
being made a “scapegoat.” Especially when most of the 
money demonetised on November 8 has returned and 
there are continuing reports of distress given the 
inadequate flow of new currency across the nation. 

“As it is, we are bearing an enormous cost of 
compliance. We had to recalibrate ATMs at short 
notice, hire private transport to move cash, hire more 
security, waive off so many different charges, etc. 
Banking has come to a standstill, with the entire focus 
on just customer deposits and withdrawals,” said a 
private banker, who did not wish to be named. 

O P Bhatt, former Chairman, State Bank of India, said, 
“True, some things have gone wrong. Banks should not 
be made the villain in the piece. There has been some 
process and communication breakdown.” 

Another former state-owned bank chairman and 
managing director said, “There has been so much 
pressure, public abuse and threats to bank staff. It has 
been a unpopular move, but banks are being made a 
scapegoat. Look at the volume of deposits the banks 
have handled – over Rs 13 lakh crore, transaction at 
branches are 100 times more, the stress has continued 
for well over a month. Yes, there are a few black sheep 
in every system, but the entire banking community is 

Stretched, banks complain:
Being made villain of the piece

P Vaidyanathan Iyer
The Indian Express, Published on December 16, 2016

being blamed.” 

According to this banker, several current CMDs have 
been fearing “what next?”

Over the last fortnight, there have been reports of 
several tax raids on banks and even arrests of bank 
employees by the Enforcement Directorate. Two 
branches of Axis Bank branch, one in Chandni Chowk, 
Delhi and the other in Noida, and a Pune branch of 
Bank of Maharashtra have been reportedly raided in 
the past few days. On Wednesday, there were reports of 
the ED tracking “suspicious deposits” in the Karol 
Bagh branch of a private bank based on a tip-off by the 
Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU). Tax officers have 
claimed deposits of crores in accounts of fake 
companies or discovery of crores in new currency in 
lockers. The Finance Ministry or the Central Board of 
Direct Taxes has not issued any official statement on 
these so far. But these well-publicised raids have rattled 
banks. 

“In the case of deposits, the I-T department or the FIU 
learns of large transactions only after the bank makes 
these disclosures. So, how is it that such information is 
presented as if the revenue authorities have discovered 
these. In fact, we actively cooperate with the 
authorities on every such case,” said a private sector 
banker. 

All India Bank Employees' Association General 
Secretary C H Venkatachalam said, “We are being 
characterised as villains and fraudsters. That is the 
impression. This is creating doubts in the minds of 
people. It's time the bank managements stood up and 
defended their employees. The RBI should intervene.”

AIBEA, which met RBI officials recently, plans to take 
a delegation to the Prime Minister's Office and discuss 
the situation with the Indian Banks' Association. “I am 
just seeing the situation. (Narendra) Modi is being 
unfair by keeping quiet.” 

A private bank CEO said it is banks which are faithfully 
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reporting all high-value transactions to the designated 
agencies including the Financial Intelligence Unit. 
“The tax department leaks such information and this 
suddenly results in an impression that banks have acted 
in connivance with black money hoarders in accepting 
large deposits. This undermines trust in banks. As a 
bank, I am not supposed to ask questions of a fully 
KYC-compliant customer when he or she comes to 
deposit money, whatever may be the quantum,” the 
banker said.

Venkatachalam also said, “I have no need to question 
the  cus tomer.  Al l  h igh-value  t ransac t ions 
automatically get reported to the Income-Tax 
department. It is for the I-T department to ask 
questions. They have to ensure compliance with tax 
laws, not the banks…Suddenly, we hear Rs 6 crore 
found, Rs 20 crore deposited, Rs 80 crore new currency 
found. What is all this? While banks have nothing to do 
with this, the entire burden has come on our head,” he 
added.

Another public sector banker said, “Neither do we have 
the manpower, nor our systems so robust to handle 
such large volumes. There is massive demand for fresh 
legal tender, but supply is limited. It's unfortunate that 
banks are the interface for currency needs of the 
customer.”

Couple of days ago I had a doubt If I will get a 
diary for 2017 since I retired in may16. When I 
went to India book house,T nagar yesterday to 
buy one, I got a call that New year diary and a 
book to lead a Healthy life was delivered to my 
home from SBIOA CC . Thanks for the same to 
the CARING Assn under the leadership of 
Mr.franco.

Suresh S
Retired from Ramalinganagar Br.

FEEDBACK

o360

      S/Shri Name                                        BranchDesignation 

NOVEMBER - 2016
RETIREMENTS

Chidambaram br

SBIOA (CC) wishes the above comrades  
a very happy, healthy and peaceful retired life.    

1. R. Meenakshi Sundaram CM RBO 3, Salem
2. P.M. Anujan  DM Mugappair
3. G. Sridhar  Mgr LHO, Chennai
4. G. Sathiyasekaran AM RASMECC Vellore
5. S. Krishnamoorthy CM LHO, Chennai
6. V. Nagasubramanian CM RBO 2 Madurai
7. K. Sekar  Mgr RACPC MRC Nagar
8. S. Raju  Mgr LHO, Chennai
9. K. Karuppannan  Mgr AO, Madurai
10. C. Natarajan  CM RBO 1 Chennai
11. N. Joseph Antony Samy DM Perungudi
12. E.R. Viswanand  Mgr MCRO 1 Chennai
13. K. Venkataramani AM CCPC Chennai
14. N. Subhalekshmi DM SBLC 
Nungambakkam

December 2016

1. S. Vijayalakshmi  DM Vellore
2. K. Swaminathan  AM SMECCC 
     Ekkattuthangal
3. V. Manickam  CM RBO I CBE
4. N. Gobinathan  MGR Avanashi
5. K. Gunasekar  CM Tenampalayam
6. G. Nagarajan  BM CAC Nagercoil
7. K. Maheswari  BM AFS Thanjavur
8. T. Thangaraj  DM Tiruvaiyaru
9. V. Kathaiyam  CM RBO IV Tiruchy
10. M. Sundar  MGR LHO, ChennaiSBIOA(CC) Congratulates the 

following comrades 
for their meritorious promotion:-

1. Capt. Sasidharan P  -   Security Officer – LHO

1. Satheesh Kumar A- K –  (Systems)  - DRC – LHO
2. Srinivasakumar CR  -  (Systems)  - DRC  - LHO
3. Therese Mary Chitra –  (Systms) – CCPC Cbe.
4. Esakkai C –    (Engr Civil) - LHO 
5. Devarajan A –  (Engr Elect) -  LHO
6. Karthikeyan K -  (SME)  - Kumbakonam
7. Sankara Subramanian V  -  (SME) – Madurai city
8. Siva Shanmuga Raj K –  (SME) –Oggiyam Doraipakkam

9. Uppiliappan S –  (SME)  - SME Chennai
10. Saravanan K –  (Tech Officer –SSI) LHO

SCALE IV to V

SCALE III to IV
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LEGAL CORNER

When an officer retires from the Bank's service, he 
shall be eligible to be paid a sum equivalent to the 
emoluments of any period of privilege leave, not 
exceeding 240 days that he had accumulated. The 
provision of including notional house rent 
allowance for the purpose of leave encashment will 
also be available to officers at the time of 
retirement.

In case of an officer (facing disciplinary action) 
who has already reached the age of superannuation, 
while pension and payment of Bank's contribution 
towards provident fund to such an officer be held in 
abeyance, depending on merits of each case, 
pending the outcome of such disciplinary 
proceedings, the emoluments for the period of 
accumulated leave may be paid to him if there is no 
liability which warrants recovery from the officer 
concerned.

Delays in settlement of terminal dues have in a few 
cases been represented before the Court of Law. 
One Such case of Shri Padmanabhan Nair Vs. State 
of Kerala, came in before the Supreme Court in a 
Special Leave petition No. 9425 of 1984. The 
Supreme Court in this case has held “Pension and 
Gratuity are no longer any bounty to be distributed 
by the Government to its employees on their 
retirement but have become, under the decision of 
this Court, Valuable rights and property in their 
hands and any culpable delay in settlement and 
disbursement thereof must be visited with the 
penalty of payment of interest at the current market 
rate till actual payment.”

Insofar as the Provident Fund Contribution is 
concerned, the employee out of his salary made 

DENIAL OF PAYMENT OF ENCASHMENT OF LEAVE ON 
ACCOUNTOF SUSPENSION / DISMISSED OFFICER IS IT JUSTIFIABLE?
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contribution, for leave encashment is concerned, 
on account of his service, he has earned the 
Earned Leave and as such, he is entitled to 
surrender the encashment. 

Shri.S.P.Selvaraj Vs The Deputy Inspector General 
of Polcy, Trichy Range – WP(MD) No.11133 of 
2015 & WA(MD) 141 of 2016

Facts of the Case:

The Inspector of Police was arrested for demanding 
and accepting bribe and was placed under 
s u s p e n s i o n .   T h o u g h  h e  w a s  t o  a t t a i n 
superannuation on 28.02.2007, he was not allowed 
to retire from service. It is not disputed that no 
departmental proceedings have been initiated so 
far.

Prayer:  The petitioner has filed this writ petition, 
seeking a direction to the respondent to release the 
withheld Provident Fund (GPF), Earned Leave 
Encashment and Gratuity to the petitioner in the 
light of the law laid down by this Court in judgment 
reported in W.P.No.15875 and 15926 of 2013

dated 02.12.2013.

HELD:  

The act of the respondent is unsustainable, because 
the right of an employee in getting provident fund, 
earned leave encashment, gratuity etc., cannot be 
deprived of owing to his suspension, as the 
pendency of criminal case is not a bar even to 
proceed with the departmental enquiry.

In the light of the above, it is obvious to understand 
that the officer is entitled for leave encashment of 
leave  earned  dur ing  h is  se rv ice  a t  any 
circumstances and should demand for it. 

Download our App  “   SBIOACC” by  going to “  playstore”  
for android phones  and “   istore” in iphones.

Log in with your PF number as ID and use your date of 
birth in yyyymmdd  as your password.
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Water conservation in the home...

1. Check faucets and pipes for leaks
A small drip from a worn faucet washer can waste 20 
gallons of water per day. Larger leaks can waste 
hundreds of gallons.
2. Don't use the toilet as an ashtray or wastebasket
Every time you flush a cigarette butt, facial tissue or 
other small bit of trash, five to seven gallons of water is 
wasted.
3. Check your toilets for leaks
Put a little food coloring in your toilet tank. If, without 
flushing, the color begins to appear in the bowl within 
30 minutes, you have a leak that should be repaired 
immediately. Most replacement parts are inexpensive 
and easy to install.
4. For new installations, consider buying "low flush" 
toilets, which use 1 to 2 gallons per flush instead of the 
usual 3 to 5 gallons. 
Replacing an 18 liter per flush toilet with an ultra-low 
volume (ULV) 6 liter flush model represents a 70% 
savings in water flushed and will cut indoor water use 
by about 30%.
5. Insulate your water pipes. 
It's easy and inexpensive to  insulate your water pipes
with pre-slit foam pipe insulation. You'll get hot water 
faster plus avoid wasting water while it heats up.
6. Take shorter showers.
One way to cut down on water use is to turn off the 
shower after soaping up, then turn it back on to rinse. 
A four-minute shower uses approximately 20 to 40 
gallons of water.
7. Turn off the water after you wet your toothbrush
There is no need to keep the water running while 
brushing your teeth. Just wet your brush and fill a 
glass for mouth rinsing.
8. Rinse your razor in the sink
Fill the sink with a few inches of warm water. This will 
rinse your razor just as well as running water, with far 
less waste of water.
9.  Minimize use of kitchen sink garbage disposal units
In-sink 'garburators' require lots of water to operate 
properly, and also add considerably to the volume of 
solids in a septic tank which can lead to maintenance 
problems. Start a  as an alternate method compost pile
of disposing food waste. 
10. When washing dishes by hand, don't leave the 
water running for rinsing
If your have a double-basin, fill one with soapy water 
and one with rinse water. If you have a single-basin 

sink, gather washed dishes in a dish rack and rinse 
them with a spray device or a panful of hot water. Dual-
swivel aerators are available to make this easier. If 
using a dishwasher, there is usually no need to pre-
rinse the dishes.

WEDDING BELLS

SBIOA (CC) Wishes a very happy married life  
to the newly wedded couple.

Sow. Abinaya priya D/o Com. P. Muthulakshmi, DM, OSB Tirupur 
married  Chi. M. Ayyadurai @ Arun  on 11.11.2016 at Tirunelveli. 

Chi. Arun  Philip S/o Com. Sulochana, AM, PBB Ramnagar branch, 
CBE married                    

Sow. Indhumathi  on 11.11.2016   at   Coimbatiore.

Sow.  Priyanga D/o Com. R. Parthasarathy, MGR, Moolapalayam 
branch married   Chi. S. Om. Prakash Narayanan on 11.11.2016  at 
Rajapalayam 

Chi. B. Varun S/o. Com. P. Babusundaram, CM, RBO, Vellore married 
Dr. K.J. Karthica on 13.11.2016 

Sow. S. Harini, D/o. Com. S. Sekar, CM, LCPC, Chennai married Chi. 
K. Kunal on 20.11.2016

Sow. Aishwarya R. Prasad D/o. Com. K. Rajendra Prasad, AGM, 
LCPC, Chennai married Dr. N.G. Vijaya Gopal on 21.11.2016. 

Sow. S. Krithika D/o Com. Shanmuga  sundaram Manager, Mettur  
Dam Branch married         Chi. A. Karthik Raghuram  on 01.12. 2016 
at Salem.

Sow. Dhivya, D/o. Com. R. Srinivasan, DM, RASMECCC, ZO, 
Madurai married Chi. R. Durai Ragavendran on 01.12.2016 at 
Madurai. 

Chi. P.T. John Britto, DM, Virudhunagar married Sow. B. Shiny Priya 
on 01.12.2016 at Tirunelveli. 

Sow. S.M. Devi Premila, DM, SBI married Chi. P. Vivekanandan on 
04.12.2016 at Chennai 

Chi. R. Hemchandar S/o  Com. R. Ramesh, CM, SBI, AO, CBE 
married Sow. S. Reshmi  on 04.12.2016 at Coimbatore. 

Sow. S. Divya, D/o. Com. R. Sathyanarayanan, Manager, CIT Nagar 
married Chi R. Aravind Raja on 05.12.2016

Chi. S. Karthikeyan , S/o. Com. N. Soundarapandian, Manager, DPC, 
ZO, Madurai married Sow. N. Anushuya on 09.12.2016 at Nagercoil.

Sow. D. Hemalatha D/o Com. D. Balasubramani, DM, RBO-II, CBE 
married Chi. V.P. Kumar on 09.12.2016 at Coimbatore
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BANKING BRIEFS

u Retirement fund body Employees Provident Fund 
Organisation (EPFO) reduced interest rate on 
provident fund deposits to 8.65 per cent for 2016-17 
from the current 8.8 per cent. The decision to reduce 
the interest rate by 0.15 per cent was taken by EPFO's 
apex decision making body, the Central Board of 
Trustees (CBT), headed by the Labour Minister.

u Despite the government putting in place minimum 
import prices for steel and GDP growth picking up 
modestly in the September quarter, the latest data 
from Credit Suisse shows the debt position of Indian 
banks continues to worsen— while gross NPAs plus 
restructured loans rose from 6.8% of all loans in FY11 
to 11.5% in FY16 and 12.4% in Q2FY17.  Credit 
Suisse reckons this is nearer 16.5% once the 
unrecognised stressed loans are taken into account.

u The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India 
(IBBI), which has notified the liquidation process of 
companies, has prohibited an insolvency professional 
from acting as a liquidator for a corporate debtor if he 
is not independent of the corporate debtor.IBBI has 
notified the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of 
India (Liquidation Process) Regulations.The new set 
of regulations provide for, among other things, details 
of activities to be undertaken — from issue of 
liquidation order under Section 33 of the Code to 
dissolution order under Section 54. The regulations 
will come into force with immediate effect.

u The board of directors of the associate banks of State 
Bank of India have approved a Voluntary Retirement 
Scheme (VRS) for officers and other staff. The VRS is 
for permanent staff who have rendered 20 years of 
service or completed 55 years of age as on November 
30.

u Shri V G Kannan  has taken over charge as Chief 
Executive of the Indian Banks' Association (IBA).  He 
succeeds M V Tanksale who demitted office as Chief 
Executive on August 9, 2016 after being at the helm 
for three years. Kannan had retired as Managing 
Director & Group Executive (Associates & 
Subsidiaries) of State Bank of India on July 31, 2016.

u HDFC Bank has launched Project AI (artificial 
intelligence) in which a robot will be deployed in one 
of its branches, mainly in the role of a receptionist. 
The bank is unlikely to place the robot in its core 
functions but it may be used for voice recognition and 
to answer queries put forth by customers. The first 
bank in the country to 'hire' a robot, HDFC Bank will 

scale up Project AI depending on the robot's 
performance.

u While government is pushing for digital payments 
through mobile phones, chipset maker Qualcomm 
said that wallets and mobile banking applications in 
India are not using hardware level security which can 
make online transactions more secure."You will be 
surprised because most of the banking or wallet apps 
around the world don't use hardware security. They 
actually run completely in Android mode and users' 
password can be stolen. Users use fingerprint which 
might be captured ... in India that is the case for most 
of all digital wallets and mobile banking apps," 

u State Bank of India has scaled up the capability of its 
core banking software as it prepares the ground for 
account-to-account transfers to replace cash 
payments. SBI has increased the capability of the core 
banking solution to handle 12,000 transactions per 
second.

u The central bank also provided additional 60 days for 
repayment of housing, crop, farm and microfinance 
loans worth up to Rs 1 crore. This relaxation is 
applicable to loans payable between November 1 and 
December 31, the RBI said in a notification. These 
measures are aimed at helping sections of people 
adversely affected by the cash crunch following the 
government's decision to withdraw old Rs 500 and Rs 
1000 notes from circulation.

u Mumbai, November 1:  State Bank of India (SBI) has 
cut home loan rates to a 9.1% -the lowest in six years -
as part of a festive scheme. The rate cut comes on the 
back of a general interest rate reduction last week 
when SBI reduced its benchmark rates by 15 basis 
points (bps, 100bps = 1percentage point).

u Five new banks have joined the Unified Payments 
Interface (UPI) bandwagon, thereby taking the total 
number of banks using UPI to 26. The five latest 
entrants include public sector lenders, State Bank of 
India, Allahabad Bank and Bank of Baroda and two 
private banks HDFC Bank and IDFC Bank. UPI is 
being provided by the National Payments Corporation 
of India (NPCI) which runs the domestic card 
transaction platform RuPay. It is supposed to do away 
with the entire business around adding beneficiaries 
for peer-to-peer online transactions.

 UPI apps can be downloaded from the android Play 
Store for transfer of funds in real time using the IMPS 
(Immediate Payments Service) railroads.
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SBIOACC UNITY ENCLAVE Housing Project, Mambakkam.

Comrades, you all know that our prestigious Mega 
Housing Project at Mambakkam is nearing civil 
work completion and finishing works are going on. 
Many of our present members and former members 
are asking many questions over phone. For the benefit 
of all we give the required details below.

FAQ

1. Is there any flats available in our prestigious 
Unity Enclave Project?

 Yes , there are some flats available in our SBIOA 
Unity Enclave housing project. We herewith give 
the details. 3 bhk -  21 out of 1110, 2.5 bhk – 37 out 
of 225, 2 bhk -  62 out of 420, 1 bhk – 32 out of 120.

2. Who are all eligible to buy, in our Unity 
Enclave? 

 SBIOA(CC) members only are eligible to buy. 
UDS can be registered in their name or in their 
spouse / children name. They can also registered, in 
the Joint names, but one of the joint UDS holder is 
our member / members's spouse /member's 
children.

3. When would the project be completed?

 We are planning to hand over all the 1875 flats on 
the same day. It will be completed in June 2017 / 
July 2017.

4. What is the cost of a flat ?

 Inclusive of all a 3 bhk flat cost is around Rs. 50 
lacs,  2.5 bhk cost is around 41 lacs , 2 bhk flat cost 
is around Rs. 39 lacs and 1 bhk flat cost is around 
Rs. 25 lacs. 

5. What are the facilities available ?

 All the latest facilities like club house , indoor 
games , swimming pool, 4.525 acres of open sports 
ground, commercial complex , walking space, 
jacking track with greenery are available. One 
covered car parking space will be allotted to all the 
flats.

6. Why we call this as a unique project?

 This project is developed by a trade union 
(SBIOACC ) for its members as a welfare measure. 
We develop this project at cost basis, that there is no 

profit or no loss basis. No compromise on quality, 
all our comrades who were visiting our project are 
impressed by the quality of construction.

 We are constructing the commercial complex of 
our own,  it will be in the name of our SBIOA Unity 
Enclave Owners' Welfare Association. The rent 
received from the commercial space will be used 
for the maintenance. Hence in our project, the 
maintenance charge will be very less. The owners 
of our Unity Enclave are going to be a joint owner 
of the Sports ground (4.525 acres). Hence a 
member of our Unity Enclave is not only the owner 
of his flat , but also a joint owner of the commercial 
complex (85,966 sq. Ft.) and the sports ground 
(4.525 acres ).

 To enhance the rental value and the value of this 
property, our SBIOA Trust have already purchased 
24 acres of land adjacent  to our Unity Enclave. Our 
Trust has  plan to start SBOA CBSE School and 
two SBOA Colleges there. Children can go to the 
school and Colleges from within our housing 
complex.

 This project is a mega project consisting of  21 
blocks having 15 floors + basement and stilt with 
car park. Also having one Club house with five 
floors ( 52,306 sq.ft ) and a commercial Complex 
having seven floors ( 85,966 sq.ft. ). Total 
construction area is 35,66,144 sq.ft., because of 
this huge size we are able to get good discounts in 
the cost of materials  purchased and  100% of this 
benefit is passed on to the unity enclave owners. 
Hence our members would be able to purchase this 
flat for 50% cost of market price.  

LIVING / DINING HALL



LIVING / DINING HALL
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My Dear Comrades,

Golden Jubilee 1965-2015

Comradely yours,

(D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev)
General Secretary

Dr. S.S. Tarapur, former Dy. 
Governor of RBI has made a 
statement in 2003 on the 
a u t o n o m y  o f  R B I  i n 
connection with financial 
sector legislative reform 
commission (FSLRC) report. 
He said “the commissions' 
report reeks often anti reserve 
bank of India bias”.  The FSLRC game plan is to 
vivisect the RBI institutions which are not 'His 
Masters Voice', should first be destroyed which would 
enable setting up on an obedient edifice”.  He further 
cautioned “one must remember that countries that 
destroy their Central Banks destroy themselves”.  The 
recent happenings show that the autonomy is gone 
which is not good for the country.  

We will wait and see the ultimate result of 
Demonetization.  But now, even the Economists and 
some of the politicians who supported demonetization 
initially are also blaming the poor implementation 
which has not only affected majority of the population 
of the country but also the Officers and Employees of 
the Banking Sector very badly.  Banks are going to 
face tremendous new challenges.  Pushing more 
digital banking without adequate income, poor follow 
up of advances, the likely push for more Government 
sponsored schemes bound to increase the NPA level 
and the total inaction on the recommendations of the 
Parliamentary standing committee on finance on NPA 
are some of the problems which we have to deal with.

The Bank has to reorient itself, recruit and promote 
more staff, provide adequate training, and encourage 
the staff who have stood solid like rock with the bank, 
rendering the best of services in spite of inadequate 
supply of currency by Reserve Bank of India.  

We will face the challenges as we have done earlier and 
see that our Bank reaches greater heights and our 
employees have a better work life balance soon. 

Wishing you all a very happy, healthy and 
prosperous New Year.

The year 2016 has been an year of momentous changes 
and disruptions. In January, the Gyan Sangam 2, which 
is a conclave of top executives of the Banks, finance 
ministry officials and RBI further endorsed the 
recommendations of Gyan Sangam I.  The main 
recommendation has been to form Banks Board 
Bureau; then convert it into a Banking Investment 
Company, selling the Government shares to the 
Company and ultimately reducing the Government 
shareholding to 40 % which is nothing but 
privatization of the Public Sector Banks.  Our 
struggles and protests have put the government's 
decision on hold, for the time being.  The Finance 
Minister has made a statement that this is not the right 
time.  But we cannot be complacent and have to 
continue our struggle to save Public Sector.  

The exit of Dr.Raghuram Rajan, who is said to have 
declined the proposal for demonetization and insisted 
on autonomy for the Central Bank i.e. Reserve Bank of 
India paved way for Dr. Urjit Patel, who was an 
employee of Reliance Group as well as Boston 
Consultancy Group, to take over as Governor of 
Reserve Bank of India.  The way demonetization was 
perceived, announced and the way norms have been 
changed almost every day and 62 circulars issued by 
Reserve Bank of India subsequent to statements made 
by Economic Affairs Ministry has shown that RBI has 
lost its autonomy.  The RBI has only 10 Board of 
Directors instead of 18.  Out of the 10, two are from the 
Ministry. The economic affairs Secretary Mr. 
Shaktikanta Das, who is only a Board of Director 
makes announcements and after few days these 
announcements are converted into circulars by 
Reserve Bank of India.  Mr. Das has even questioned 
the statistics of the RBI relating to currency 
availability.  Similarly Mr. Gandhi, Deputy Governor, 
initially opposed reduction of service charges for 
using debit / credit cards but the RBI forced to 
implement the announcement made by the Ministry.  

Believe in yourself, take on your challenges, 
dig deep within yourself to conquer fears. 
Never let anyone bring you down. 
You got to keep going 

- Chantal Sutherland
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